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A R T H U R J Q H H S O N sworn

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR* BERNSTEIN:

0 Mr- JTohnson, you're testifying on behalf

of the Public Advocate as an environmentalist, is that

correct ?

A I don't think so, no,

Q Would you tail us the area of your SKpartis

A Soils and the relationship between soils and

•water such as runoff, runoff chemistry*

1 am alsOj I think, an expert in.geology having

had two degrees in geology., and can speak on

relationships hat'JQen geology and soils, geology and

water, geology and water quality.

Q And what do you understand that you -.-ill

be doing for the Fublia Advocate?

h I'm going to review all the documents that are

prepared ?oy other consultants related to the individual

townships, and to try to assess whether or not I think

those are accurate giv^n an understanding of the

landscape in Morris County.

I assume you haven't dona any of that to

date ?

A That's essentially correct. I've briefly reviewed

one report which I haven't a recollection of who wrote
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with soil •or

one

HRo MI2I3E-R: For the record, tiia only

looked at ̂ as the report on soil

ror 3s.a-> Hanover

/IV? ' ~i "^~ '""; O '

3 MSiSISR: Hsncvsr •'.vov/nahlp ,

And ths parpcsa of doingg tliat

uggaat questions that Kaith

. eld. cit t i l 3 Q.S^O-ji t ."Lc.ll « 0/ll2lt

ME

<2L £2.:&B

would a^lc

t tlicit X h-s.d /;i.th

that if I could dispose Mr- Johnson or?. :.

second occasion; hopefully on tlie 2 2nd :.

I1 11 be seeing Mr. Sinton, :vhan ".is wovu.c

more familiar with the Mendha£n v;ov.na'u;i,;3

dccumants•

MR. MElSERt The 22nd is a .rridav

he has classes on a Friday*

JWH. BERiTS-I?SIH: I'll ba ha^>y to •:.

back at a mutually convenient time.

Off the record.

(Discussion off the record,}

MR. BERNSTE3C2TS Xfhat we a g r e e d o f f
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Mr. Johnson for 10sOO for subsequent

depositions when lie! s reviewed the

Msnclhcim Tov/nship and Chatham Tov/ns!i:Lp

rsports ;so that ha can spaals v/ith soî s

authority as to what he:s sean,

MR a. MSXSSR5 X! rr. not aura that he

will have reviawed thosa reports by th-v.t

time«,

ME. 33RHSQ?EIHs vThat 1 v/ould recueat

is if X could have a date subsequent to

today vv'hen he has looked at it BO I S 11 Iznow

his thinking as to Mandham -Township« 1

have no probiam *vith setting up a dc.ts ̂ r::>3:

the 25th, In fact, I told Carl Bi^g^i^r if

he wanted to depose Al G&zsli&n aftar the

26th* itjs not sacrosanct as far aa I; r̂

concerned,

• Q Mr. Johnson, aside from reviewing tha repor

that will be submitted to the Public Advocate by the

defense counsel, are there any other documents that

you will be reviewing for this case?

A Yes. The thing I would like to do v/ould

certainly be to read blse Soil Survey and to get

a sense of the landscape in Morris County from a soil's
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and those patterns are recognizable and distinctive of

certain kinds of subsurface conditions and so on.

That xvould be one document that I vrauld certainly need

to ma Ice use of *

Q Whan you say "tha' Soil Survey," ycu'ra

speaking of the Soil Conservation Service documentation?

A Yes, it's called Soil Survey for Morris County,

U, S* Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation

Service. 51iey' ro white with a photograph on the cover

and so on.

In addition to Soil Survey^ any geologic reports

that are pertinent, and there are some, I understand,

that have been prepared by Rutgers,

:.?here is also in our geology library a fairly

detailed assortment of publications done on various

areas in the northern Uo So And through a system of

indexing and so on, I can find pertinent reports for

certain areas*

And I would say that those two documents would

be important as well as any 208 Studies that aad been

prepared by the areaa 1*1x1 not sure if it's necessary

or important to digest all of those which tend to he

rather substantial in size, but certainly pertinent

portions of that that relate to streams in craestion
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.MR.' MBISER: For the record, hafs

obviously given those that ha D s aware of

now* This is not meant to preclude him

using other sources if they come to hj,£

attention*

Do you 3mow the names of any of the ;>e;Lls
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studies that ware prepared hy Rutgers University or

the authors?

A Ho , Z don" fc,

Q You just have heard of that through ;-itudi;

that you may wish to use?

A 'They were geologic studies, I believe, substirfcu

geology« That's my understanding of what information

they contained©

Q You don't know when they were prepared or

by whom or which department ?

A Ho e

Q Sir,? have you studied and heen av/are of

the Lordc s Report ?

h No,

Q You're not aware of the Lord's Report?

A Noo

Q Would you consider yourself an expert on

fb.-ri .'̂o••*""" 'TP rjô ?tri'r.cirinrr sanitarv. -sewer facilities ~tnc
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Q Would you consider yourself an expert on

any aspects of sanitary sewer or package plant

facilities'?

A 1 think I can spealc on the IBVBJ^ of treatment

that can be obtained under conditions which would be

specified to me hy a sanitary engineer-

Q vvliat does the term "headwatersi: mean to

you?

A First of all to me it's a very vague terrru It

simply means -- it refers to the area, or the small

streams in an area which feed a larger river system?

but it's a vague terra, X think it's not readily

definable in scientific language,

Q As a soils expert, do you feel that any

special precautions should be taken when ons is

constructing structures in close proximity to headwater

regions ?

MRo MSISBR: Do you have any specific

concern for that?

MRo 3SRNSTSIN; Yes, but since the

gentleman hasn't studied the specific

rivers and streams in Morris County in

-fsnera 1 , Msnclham Township in particular..

iskinr; r^.^oifia^- r-t-sllv woulda: •:- l-̂ Ĵ.
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anywhere. So I think I'm better off with

the general»

MR. MEXSBRz You're concerned about

the soils on the headwaters# is that it?

MRO 3EKM3TBX1S z I'm concerned \/lt'h

construction in close proximity to

haadwatsrs since he's also an expert i:a

water runoff,

MRO MBISERs So your concern is iv*ith

respect to water runoff?

MR, BSRNSTEIHs All environmental

considerations.

A That's a vary large question, btet I'll try to

deal w±th it in parts.

X don't like the word "special" in your question

when you referred to any special considerations, I

think that considerations for environmental quality and

control of degradation of streams should be applied

wherever there are streams which constitute a useful

resource and which are governed hv legislation and so

on. So I would not say that there are special things

that one should do. I would say that there are a

number of good practices which can be adopted and, 1
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no problem with deleting that from my question — what

do you consider to be good practices when one is

constructing in the vicinity of headwaters?

A 1 think that control of runoffs3 surface runoffs

is certainly ona aspect that is very important, If one

can control surface runoffs, 1 also think that erosion

of soils can be controlled concoramitantiy, X would

say that's another aspect that people should -~ or

designers and people who construct these things should

attend to,

I also believe that there should be the number

of individuals. The type of sewerage treatment that is

selected ought to be compatible with the size of the

water body into which any effluent is discharged.

Q Would you explain that to me?

A I wouldn't want to discharge ten million gallons

per day into a stream that was four feet wide and a foot

deep*

Q Is there any formula that you can give us

or is it a more subjective type of test as to the

amount of additional water that you'd be comfortable

with discharging into a small stream?

A Well, I can rely on rules of thumb that have been

'~?•'•£ ;Ln sn ̂ nvironrn^'n.t

•^hich is very similar to Morris Count
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Q Could you give those ?

A Yas* that would be the seven day,, ten year lew

flow should not be augmented by more than 20 percent.

Q Would you explain that? I think X knov;

what it means.

I\ The seven day dry period that occurs one a -̂/-sry

ten years should not be augmented dramatically,

Q By more than 20 percent?

A 1 would lika to strike that because I don't have

an absolutely firm feeling for that, but certainly chara

is wisdom on this which I can find out about»

Q Can you give us for the next deposition the

percentage increase in that rule of thumb?

h Yes.

Q Given an area where one does not have

sanitary sewers and where one does not have public:

•waterj is there a relationship between the environment

and the maximum number of dwelling units which, can be

constructed?

A IJd 113ce to try to rephrase your question* 1

think X know what you mean, but I don't think X can

answer it the way you ask it- You mean a density

limitation rather than just a total number?
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treatment selected.

Q Well, my first given is let's suppose we

have no public sanitary sewer facilities,.we have no

public ?/atar supplies so that -—

A Do you mean by :'public:i a municipality or do you

mean •—

Q Any public sanitary sewers. And. the question

is given this sat of facts, and assuming that thsra v/ill

be no sanitary sewer constructed., are there any lirnicatio

as to the density of development which could occur?

A Under certain conditions yes« Under other

conditions* I would say ™ wall,, you'vs asked me 3.

question that is difficult to answer- X would like

to define on what basis should we consider a limitation«

A limitation because of water quantity, because of

water quality,? a limitation because of erosion.? a

limitation because of slopes?

Q And because of affluent disposal„ All of

the aboveo

A All of the above and effluent disposal?

Q Right 0

A We better take it one at a time,,

Q Fine.

.& 3fflii3nt disposal.? I think that under certain

(& o :>;
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that there is a rational and reasonable limit to

densityo

Q 2\nd could you explain to me what that

relationship might be?

A If septic tanks are utilised as the sola means

of dispersing sewerage effluent into the ground„ than

I would say that a gross density of one DU per acre

is what X would recommend as a maximum• INTQWJ what I

13

mean by gross density is that the total number of

dwelling units divided by the sise of the drainage

basin above the point into which the affluent might

ba expected to flow.

o And you mean by gross density the aggregate

area ?

A -1?he total area of the drainage basin above the

point- When it's determined where in the stream

particular effluent might eventually run as it's

treated, as it flows through the soil, the drainage

basin above that particular area can be calculated,

and based on that total drainage area, then I think

an upper density of one DU per acre is what X would

recommend as a maximum if sewerage treatment is solely

by septic tanks-

i
would recommend a iov.-ar density than one dvyalling
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unit per acre where all the dwelling units would be

on septic systems?

A I would recommend?

Q A density of less than dna unit par core

because of soil conditions•

A Soil conditions and effluent relationship?

Q

A 1 can't mink of any at the present time. 1 vorrt

preclude the possibility that it might be wise, but

1 can't think of a situation•

Q Let me rephrase the question-

You would indicate that where septic

systems were to be used, the maximum density that you

would recommend would be one dwelling unit per acre

on a gross basis, correct?

A That's not what I said. If septic tanks are the

sole means of dispersing effluent, not if thsy are to

be used.

Q Let*s assume that septic tanks are the aois

means of septic disposal, effluent disposal. Given

that situation, was your testimony that the maximum

density which you would recommend would be one dwelling

unit per acre on a gross basis?

?\ ^->-> f. '~--~ô'.:' I'-'S.&'LS cs.Xcuxated. on the aysa of tin3

vv cl L 2 27 ̂ a X ii. -j. i A.
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this effluent would be expected to flow,

Q Are there any situations where given

dwelling units being constructed where the sole msana

of affluent disposal would be septic systems where

you would recommend a density of less than one unit

per acre?

A X cannot think of any at the present time*

Q And would this one unit per acre hold true

regardless of the type of soil and regardless of the

type of bedrock which would underline the area that

you were examining?

A STo, it wouldn't. There certainly could be a

condition where certain of the areas wh.®xe the sollin

were exceedingly thin, where people might wish to

install septic tanks which are of marginal effectiveness,,

and I think that"it might be possible then to recommend

a lower densityo It^'k not likely, however9 because if

a septic tank will function properlys then the soil

probably is deep enough in order to treat the affluent

substantially so that I would again retreat to the one

DU per acre maximum,,

Q Well, isn't it a fact that on the Soil

Surveys that soil is categorised in some instances

- • " •-.••.-•-r- ••".i .">.•'-, mM^ratia; and severe limitations

with rospect to septic efflua.it disposal
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A I didn't understand what your question was asking

Q You're familiar with the Soil Surveys which

are prepared by the U, S. Department of Agriculture?

A Yes.

Q In those Soil Surveys they mal̂ e various

classifications of soil for different purposes s

A Right„

Q They have one classification with regards

to the limitations of soil for effluent disposal

purposes?

I) A Yes

IS

216

11

18

19 |
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21
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Q And I believe the three categories chat

are used are slight, moderate, and severe?

A That's correct.

Q What do those categories mean?

A They mean that under conditions where they list

the limitations as severe, that septic tanks probably

will not function properly and renovate effluent in

the way that they should for a variety of reasons.

There's one specific reason why they might rate it to

be severe. Thata s an example *

Moderate means that there are certain conditions

under certain of these soils that probably one should

^re ~r̂  selscfcing a particular area or in the

design of the system for; again, one of a -varia-by of
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Slight limitations generally mean that there are <

to me — that there are no particular problems, that so

long as the .system is designed carefully and within

standard guidelinesf that the system should work

reasonably well,

Q Is it your testimony that regardless of

whether the soils have slight, moderate, or severe

limitations with regard to a septic disposal, that in

each of these situations one would generally require

an acra per dwelling unit?

A X would not recommend septic tanks in the ?.r3»5

which are designated as being severely limited., So

that I would say that the appropriate density for

dwellings on soils which have severe limitations for

septic tanks is zero. You don't build houses with

septic tanks on severely restricted soils-

Q How about with regard to moderate or

slight limitations ?

A I would say that it's okay to install septic

tanks on soils which have slight limitations, and

probably okay in most instances with careful on-site

inspection, careful instruction to install septic

r.ar>.? "In i:od3r'it3 Soils *

•>•:: But you would aarae that there are certain
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soils where one would require more than one acre for

the construction of a home on a septic system v/hera

you had certain limitations with regards to the soil?

A Tha.tr s correct.

Q Could you tell ua some of the soil types

which youxve run into in your experience as a soils

expert inhere a larger unit of land than an acre is

reauired for each dwelling unit?

h On the basis of the treatment of affluent?

Q Yes, sir.

A So as to meet appropriate water quality standard:

s ha 1 i we sav ?

A Soils &ii& selected soils in the Pine Barrens

require large amounts of land because of .the fact

that they ara extremely sandy- They are virtually

inert chemically- The only means of treating effluent

in those soils is by dilution* Therefore — and that's

dilution from the precipitation which then means that

a sizable area is probably necessary for a house

operating i*ith a septic tank.

Q Would there be any limitations with regards

to effluent disposal through septic systems where one

of t
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answer is yes,

Q So let's assume that one has an acre of

ground where one wishes to construct a single dwelling

unit orx a septic system* but there is a water table of

two feat* Would this constitute in your opinion a

if limitation to the construction of the dwelling unit

and the septic system?

A Are you referring to a permanent water tabls as

two feet or a seasonable high water table?

Q Seasonable«

A 1 would say that this is a limitation *

Q Why would that be a 1imitation* sir?

A When the leverage fields in the septic tank

are submerged, and where the ground is rated with!"a

that 2onaf then the normal aerobic processes do not

function very well.

Q Could one construct a septic system for

a single dwelling unit on ground that has a seasonable

high water table of two feet?

A Can one construct a septic system? Do you mean

a septic tan& system?

Q That will probably functiono

A It has certainly been done. We call them

Q Would i t be fair to say that you v/oulcl .-...v̂ ;..
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a mound if the depth of the water table was four feet

or less? Is there any cut-off point where you feel

"« 1 that a mound is required?
" jj "" .

41! 21 I don't have an opinion on that,, not in the way

the question was phrased-

Q Well, if you have a depth to water table

of three feat or less, could one install a properly

functioning septic system without a mound?

9 |l

,.. i

•n fi

1.5

h I v/ouldn:t want to answer that because X thin2c

it might be important to know in that particular

locality is there a rapidly and greatly fluctuating

water table or is there a water table which is more

or lass permanently hatween three and four faet,

7. would say that a mound at three feet -~ 1 could

conceive of septic tanks being constructed if it

would be demonstrated that the water is really only

at that level very infrequently, perhaps not in all

the years« X thinlv that more site specific information

is neededt but I'm more comfortable at a depth of

four feet or greater or seasonal high water table,

Q When you say you're more comfortable, did

you mean when constructing the septic systems4 you

prefer to have the depth to water table of four feet
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1 \ Q Now, if the depth to water table is four

2 i feet or less, as a general rule would you recornraend

3 | what you referred to a3 a turkey mound without looking

A \\ at other attributes of the soil?

h I*ni not sure that X would recommend turkey mounds
ji

5 jj

6 \\ 1 think that if the v;aier table is at a depth of two
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or three feet,? then the Soil Survey will probably have

identified that and considered that to be either a

moderate or'moderate to severa or perhaps severe

limitation, and I would say on the basis of that? that

my recommendation is that septic tanks probably are

not appropriate, but I'm not sure, I would just simply

recommend turkey mounds where you can't put in a

septic tank because you're afraid of seasonal high

water table„

Q Isn't the so-called turkey mound one of the

alternate methods of disposal which has heen permitted

by chapter 199 of the Laws of New Jersey?

A X don't have any idea of what those laws- say-

Q So you're not familiar with the restrictions

which Hew Jersey places on construction of septic

systems, the aerobic system, the spray systems, the

lagoons, and thB other types of alternative disposal

?i X "' :•>. not specifically acquainted with -3ew -Jsrssv
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laws and what they say about those systems.

Q Are there any disadvantages to the mounds

3 jj which you mentioned as a possible method of overcoming*

a high depth to water table problems?

A Inherent problems or problems that can arise ;

Q Inherent problems, and than problems that

can ariaso

:'l jj

5 1

io !

v/ith them

o ilre there problams that can arise v/ith

-i •%

ji

18
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20
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these systams?

A If they're poorly constructed? problems can

arise with any system..

Q Do you have any idea of the cost of these

mounds ?

A Mo3 I don
81 *

Q How many of those mounds hava you persona11;

seen in operation?

A X lived with one for three years»

Q Other than that one, how many of the mounds

are you personally familiar with?

A How, have I seen and stepped on or have I

eamoled?

•Z>.J.. > b u t X d o n
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it's ten or twenty or fifteen.

Q And how many are you familiar with^ that

is; that you're aware were constructed?

A J3?hat I am aware wars constructed, watched being

con structed?

Q You didn't have to watch. That you wars

aware of »

8 1 h X don't understand what you mean a

a !

j !

Q If I were to a sic yoti to mention a l l the

10 !- properties whsra you either knew or heard that a

mound was constructed without physically having seen

it,< how many would that entail?

23

14

15

A I have no idea

18

20

21

, ! •

Q Would it be a fair statement that of all

the septic systems constructed, only a very small

percentage, less than five percent, is constructed on

mounds ?

A My sense is that would be correct of all the

ones that have bean constructed*

Q Why would there be such a small percsntags

on mounds?

A X would guess, and I'm simply guessing, that

prudent planning precludes the use of septic tanks

A- -. %. 1 -->. .„ ~ -u t ..,..1? >ryn&3\'\ov..v.Q±

^ $ where people mlcrht select this as an alternative»
i -
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Q So that you're saying that the mounds can't

be used in every area where there are high water tables?

A 1 decline to answer that question. 1 don't really

fesl that you're aslci^g a vary general question about

a never or always or -sometimes. I mean somet lines, but

X 'mean the situation, the nature of tha geology, tlia

underlying geology, all those factors need to he taken

into consideration before one could answer that question

I wouldn't want to give a blanket answer based •— I

would not give a specific answer based on the lack of

sita-^pecific in this.

Q In determining whether or not a nvouncl :?a3

to be used,, could you tell me what you vrould consider

to be essential information that you would have- to

have before you could make a determination?

A The nature of the soils, the cation-exchange

capacity of soils, the depth of seasonal high water

tables, the depth of the soils, the nature of the

underlying geology particularly iv'ith respect to its

permeability, it's hydraulic conductivity. I'd like

to know about the degree of fluctuation of the water

table. I'd like to know into what type of area did

this particular — would this effluent drain. I'd

•*-> w - ' ! - ' " " / *

^ i\ considerations would b« I 'd l ike to knov7 tho aont^^y,:
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in which it was being used such that is this a single

family dwelling on ten acres or five acres? Is this

a high density development in the center of a city?

X would say that there are at laast eight,, and

probably more, general environmental factors that I

would consider before recommending that one of these

be built or recommend that it not be built „

Q Xn order to determine all the factors that

you just enumerated, you would have to make an on-site

inspection of the -site in question or could you do it

from your living room by looking at various documents?

A Ife depends on how complete and how accurate the

documents happen to be.

Q Xfm asking in your opinion as the expert

on soils, could one make a proper determination for a

specific site without visiting the site, merely by

raviev/ing pertinent documents?

A For planning purposes or design purposes?

Q For planning purposes,

h I believe that the documents v/ould suffice for

planning purposes, but not for design purposes,

Q For planning purposes, what might those

documents be which you feel v/ould be necessary in
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A The Soil Survey would be the main document that

I would rely on firat of all. Secondly* topography?

thirdly., land use? fourth9 ths bast gaologic

Information that is available which may be dimply

what the Soil Survey says the substratum happens to

be« I'd like to look at v/hat a land use iaap ~~ I

guess I probably mentioned that. Z would like to

know surrounding population densities; receiving

waters* X i-rould like to know whatever legal

restrictions there v;ar-9 on the water quality in the

\ 3tr-33.rn.fj

would be the documents v/ith which 31 x\youlcl

begin an analysis-

Q IfTov/, if you were to determins if land could

be utilised with septic systems, v;hat information

would you need bafcra making an educated opinion?

MR« MSISSRs Do yoii understand that

question?

THE VJICTESS: I would like him to

repeat it«

MR, BERNSTEIN: I'll have the

reporter read it back a

question read back by

reporter*)

'till::;;.::o. in t^is y-j..:̂ e ::oz: planning
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for design purposes?

Q Planning purposes»

a I would say that my first: approach "ouid

33a wnether the Soil Survey suggests thi:.t there ar

slight* moderate, or severe limitations • if I -;ar'

prassed to come ur> v/ith better avidsnca th^n- th~-.t -

Q Ivould that suffice In your opinion for

ai^nt ̂

el analysi

planning purposes'? Xs the Soil Survey

A For township comprehensive plan y ,y

X thi.nk yes,

Q vvould I be right in assuming that you "vou

be opposed to septic systems being used on soils ••/hia

had been classified as having severe limitations''

A ThatJ s correct on a planning basis, yes .,

Q With regard to soils having -nocIerEte or

3light limitations 3 v;hat would be your, recommendation

on a planning basis?

A X would simply allow them to be considered as

a possibility if they were listed to be moderate.

I would consider them to be a high possibility if

listed slighto

Q Have you had any experience, sir, with

systems for effluent disposal other than septic
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Q And can you explain first what other types

of disposal systems you're familiar with?

A 1 spent roughly three years under SPA contracts

to first* draw up a training program for engineers *

to educate them into the appropriate properties -chat

soils should have in order to successfully treat

effluent by four or five or six different types of

alternative saweraga treatment, methods.

1 spent roughly tv/o years under SPik contract

designing guidelines for the disposal of municipal

and industrial waste for alternative treatment for

16

19

20

the state of .idaho *

The types of alternative treatment measures that

I'm familiar with through these studies and also to

a certain extent by personal visits to areas where

these are operating are spray irrigation --

Q If you'd just go 3lowly,

A Spray irrigation, trickle and flood irrigation.,

overland flow treatment systems, marsh-pond treatment

systems, sludge disposal alternatives, Those are the

main ones that I'm largely familiar with-

Q How about the mounds? Wouldn't it be a

sixth category?

\ I do;.?.! ••: claim to have studied mounds in a

|)
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Q Gould you explain to me v/hat the apray

irrigation method entails?

A For what ?

Q For construction first,

A It ciepands on the type of land use t.lxat you •:v;û!t:i

to make apray compatible v/ith. S^actiy what materials

and equipmant are re-quired, but generally there v̂ oald

be sorns level of prstreatinent which may bs cioeci:?iod

by stcite statute^ and maybe be dictated hy common

sense,- may also be the effect of v/nat is available in

terms of materials • ?hara is generally sonie sort of

a holding d.e~/Xce, a tanls or a pond or whatnot; nnd than

a system of pipes which extend into a spray field area

which deliver effluent at rates which ara calculated on

the basis of soil geologic environmental conditions,

That is the guts of the syst-sm.

There are a number of accoutrements which are

necessary such as buffer zones and so on, to insure

some sort of reasonable lavQl of safety.

Q When you talk about buffering, can you

tell me what you mean by that with respect to a

spray irrigation system?

A It *s generally considered wise to use some

H sort: or. n the eclcf-3 of the B

'8
J

i'itio*i.iO"cii;a I s n c i In. Oircl32r t o r^-i'U-icio 'ii.rj,ii!>
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potential ha&ard of aerosols and aerosol drift dov/nwi^.

facilities•

Q Ana is there a rule of thumb as to the tv'o-

•- ̂ '•*-* • v* »-^ »•*• » W *-fc» A -A ̂ »>* <*t is M>'aH** * ^

W -̂> V Jtm '-^ <*

>*> c'''" C* -1"~ <=> O "•-<•? n * ' r--v> 1

-5 \\ & . There is no general rule of thumb. It "?:ou.l-d
' i

7 ij depend again on state regulations, • It depends on the
:\

S (J .velocity of spray if spray is the chosen method o:-:

distributing the affluent. The height and the type

of lands in which the spray is taking place. If itl3
» iiito a forest, than that's more difficult than if it; s
\

I i,ri 3. field• And if it's into opened areas vvhicli are
I
i

I subject to substantial V7inds, then I would say that

one could make a case. It v/ould be difficult if i t
]

was enclosed forest

Q What would be the minimum buffer which v/o;

be acceptable given the most favorable conditions?

A I couldn't tell you that offhand-

Q Gould you use a spray system v/ith ail

types of soils?

A Ho.

Q What types of soils are those types wfcich

couid accept the spray system?

;\L ?.Tr»--r -< •*• * •:••• *•. v~*~0Oi'"'^ ^•~~i'C '"" O ^ G f lL — 3 t h . 3 U l S G o f t h 3
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to a soil scientist* You mean soil tesiture, soil

conditions, do you really maan soil type?

Q 'When X use *che term {:soil type,;" 1 mssn

th-3 different types of ̂oils* I'm not using it in

the scientific 0 but in the layman's,, and I'm asking

a.re tnsra soila which cannot accept tha -spray iLrrigatic

system?

'A 'Ths answer to that is yes»

o Would you say that most soils could accept

spray irrigations?

JL Most coils in all of tha world?

Q In Morris County?

A I haven't a first-hand familiarity with Morris

County so I don't feel that I can answer that at this

point -

Q Ism going to use the word "type" from a

layman83 standpoint rather than from an expert's

standpoint«

Can you tell me what type of soila which ••oi

be found in the Morris County region would accept

spray irrigation, and what types of soils would not

accept spray irrigation?

A In order to treat the effluent appropriately

•-•<:«—•:- ----- *.y--;:--<,?, ^?;:-i ^:-;i.---avl3 f o r 3arvhic t a n k s w o u l d
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I Jj Q Do you have an opinion as to the maximum

si
-}\ |J density which one could construct duelling units with

a ;i raspsct to a svstam -which ut.ilisad sprav irric-c.tion?

^ i!

total number of people.? the total number of

raauirsd for the spray field vrith an a'o'orop;

9 f! buffer aroa, So that I think thera is no

? ' density limit for the number of units that

Ms I

18 "}

to I

30:31

could put in on8 •Dcizrti

on tha baais of the sisa of the i3pray fields -inc. the

affectivaness with which nitrogen is r-smovadj :-.nd

that can vary dramatically depending on the type of

systems selected*

Q Do you know of any studies that v;ould tali

us the ma^inum density by which residential duelling

unit3 could be constructed with spray irrigation?

A You have to define maximum density, ?.~s density

to a developed site like?

Q Units per acre*

A Gross units per acre?

Q Gross units
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development. We would naed to know the total area own-set

the total araa that could be laased. We would need to

know several factors before ws could calcuiata that,

but X think a vary reasonable astiruate ooalcl >3 i^acs,

Q Do you have an' density figures en SLZIV —

the density of any projects which are aon^t^u^taci iî ino-

spray irrigation?

A YsSj I dsfinitaiy knew of those« I don:t j-:nov/

them off tha top of ray head, 1 will tall you that thers

â TQ hig-h d^nsitv development corr.mariiti.33 X GVL&BS tliey

might ba caliad PuDo I' could be mistakan becauaa

30 i

31

""I3fi11.ition of PUD :ti2.̂.r not bs "osurfsct»

?here is a ratirsmant community which I would

judge the density to ha 12 per acra and that 'ha.3

been operative for several ysars using spray irrigation

Q Xs that on a gross or density basis,

12 units per acra?

A That is the area which ±3 developed<,

Q What î ouid that be on?a gross unit basis?

A I don't knot*; exactly the size of the spray

field• X could not guess without further Information,

Q In order to maite an estimate as to the

maximum density by which you could construct dwelling

•:•; r* 7 •*- -i >-:••'. -r-z-n n --.7•:*.•',--r>.--. -..?.y 12^,cj 3~o:?':i\~ i r r i t v ^ t i o n ,• '"/^.vit

factors would vou nave to know and wliat
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you have to maka before giving an opinion?

-9 A 1 think those v;a.ve enumerated praviousiv on the

record. JL'11 do thsra again if you wish*

A .First.; we would naad to know the total ^raa that

could be usa-3; the total area that is owned and could

be leased. We need to know several soil

I need to know the depth of seasonal high water tablen

You need to know texture« You need to know parmeabiii'

[j of the various borisons. You need to know something
!\

{) about the geology substratum. You naed to know tue

moisture retention capacity of soilso You neod to
"' % 5

18

x9

20

31

22

know the cation capacity of soils that are being

utilisedo You need to know the nature of the affluent

and the particular compounds and components that it

might contain- We certainly need to know any legal

restrictions which govern buffer zone's pyetrsatmant*

We need to Icnow the number of people in order to

calculate the size of the field which goes along

with knowing about the soil properties*

I'm sure there ara other factors which don't

leap to mind, but that I can easily find out and can

produce documents which I have once produced.

^ ?"••>- ŷ Aa.-': .r'.ocurp.snts ' vould v o u h a v e to

osiora taa isctors ~cfro.'c v
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enumerated?
I •

| A Certainly one would begin with the Soil Survey

j as being the supplier of information which will relate

j to tha affaotivanass with which the soil ?/iil treat

I the affluent> and that will also allow us to calculate

O D

\ the siZQo

I • • •

1 Other gaoioaic and topographic information aliouil

I
j be consulted again to try to understand in which
I

j direction this will move.

j We would need to know which type of vagatation

\ that people would -want to select to put onto this

j
! site in ordar to be able to judge the affectivsnass

with which nitrogen would be removed-14

i s Ii

20

•Those are tha documents that 1 would first

consult«

Q Would it be fair to say when estimating

densities that could be used and when detarmining

whether or not various systems would work in n

particular area,, that you would have to go through

the processes that you've just discussed when making

a proper analysis for planning purposes?

A That's correct.

Q I would modify that slightly by saying that

for- ••-* "i p: rt_-n ;J •- \<y piir^oaes X believe a check of the & il

**M ''I Survey and t-ha information that it prcvi
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to each of those properties I named 'would be very good

for planning purpose's* I might like to refine that

by checking out topography in areas that were dasignat:

;-:s' being appropriate. It would alao bs useful to

consult landscape maps certainly,

Q Would that be able to tell you the danait1-

that you could provide, or merely how the -system could

function?

A It would tell whether the system can function

or not. Densities are site-specific and location-

specifico

Q Is it also true that spray irrigation as

a general rule requires a substantial land area in

order to make it work properly?

A Spray irrigation could conceivably be used for

a single dwelling unit if the owner so chooses.

It would probably not be functionally useful, but

would not require a particularly large area» He

could spray his garden if he wished or his back yard.

If one is considering spray irrigation >- from your

reaction I can tell you have very little first-hand

familiarity with spray systems.

Q I'm not the expert.

A But if one is planning for a substantial number

O.A. ^s'^i ••-' I-*-- -
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large f probably larger/ certainly larger than one would

•j si need for the septic tanks.

Q Would you explain the trickle and flood

\ svstem?

The flood 3?3t9ia ;Li3 generally 3.*c l e a s t mt.ii

I what I'm familiar with a-nd "vculd >jay that i ro possible

alter natives require land vvhich is vely lev^l

There is gansrally a pipe,, a system of pipes anct a

largs pipe v;h5.ch has gates in it which will ^i^tribute

the effluent at ̂electecl intervals v/hich v/ill then

flood the area that is -surrounded by dikes or rsl^tive

flat areaso That is allowed, to soak in» And the loai

rate, ~:ie depend on the soil properties', but probably

they had been dosed once a week or something like th^t

with one or tv;o inches of effluent. TliatJs a very

general statement as to how these might operate.

y I assume that not all soils could accept this

uy^« of treatmsnt?

A That's right.

Q I assume this would require a rej.ativeiy

larger area as well?

A For a larger number of people and a large amount

• • • - • - - • • •--,•-•- • - •. • .*.---, ...-«•; -* v •:•*• r'Ct. C ? "? "-"̂  S^T fTi "?** f^ V 1 " "'S ; ^, ^ t *? **^ C ? "•"" ™ *^ ' j * ; .- -1 ' ,>*-i ^T* '-* t^f ..

roucrh.lv calculated fov
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first estimate two Indies of effluent per week,

Q How v/ould that determine the area? In

other words., assuming X had one dwelling unit

A If you can multiply the number of oso'oX-5 bv the

appropriate number. of gallons of water per day -cha->

they use,, this v/ill gi^re you a volume* If you know

the area — - if you select an area and you ce.n divida

that into bha 'volume and determine how many inches „

Q Let's assume that I have a family of four

living in a single-dwelling unit and that family

produces — we'll be conservative --• three hundred

gallons a day of affluent. T̂hat do you 33tiincite v/ould

be the area that would ba required for the trickle

and flood method, and I'm interested in the area that

you would require for the effluent disposal*

A You would have to tell me what soil conditions

you're dea1ing wi th-

Q I'd be assuming moderate soil limitationsj

and aside from that, I'd be assuming optimal conditions

A Moderate soil limitations? I'm not sure I would

recommend this particular system for areas i/hare there

are moderate limitations * Also it would be a question

of what caused the moderate limitations.

"•::c*:/ i.r -hĥ  ::;oil said that the limitst:Lo~sitst:Lo~s v"?r?

moderate because the area vms very stony cmc. ±-'c
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hard to put a septic tank irij that might not preclude

using this particular type of system.

1 will crank out a number for you if you wish

to know based on soil properties alone and not a

specified limitation of v/hat the amount of area would

be o

Q 1-m looking for a ballpark figure*

A I:ve got to get a calculator.

MR,, MEISSRs I don't Know if v/a

A

have one here.

I cannot do it for you then.

Q We'll save it for the next set o

depositions. If you could put that on your list.

And if you could explain to ma the ovarian-

flow system.

A At this time you would like me to do that?

Q Yes, siro

A The overland flow system is again a method of

land treatment whereby we have a gently sloping

surface which is generally impermeable or waterlogged.

They work best if we have relatively impermeable soils

The effluent is allowed to flow over the surface of

this slope deferred again by a large pipe with gates

hs the water flows

i the soil acts to remov-3 phosphorus. Bacteria :ir
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engrained and ultimately destroyed, There is an aerobic

portion of the process by \vhioh nitrogen is nitrofied

in the waterlogged sonas of the particular fields whers

the treatment is taking place. There la danicroficaticn

which allov/3 for the removal of excessive nitrogen-

At the bottom of the field, depending on the

nature of" the affluent^ there may be a recoil-action

system v/hich will collect the runoff and recycle it,

perhaps spray it if additional treatment is expected

or desired• Or there may be suitable affluent to

deliver to an irrigation way, a stream or whatever.

Q I assume you can't give me any general

statement as to density that would be permitted with

this system?

A I cannot give you a general statement*

Q With regards to the marsh-pond?

i\ The marsh-pond systems are still in the

experimental stage but have baan shown experimentally

to be quite effectiveo There's some -- and this

is the case also with the other land treatment

systems -- there is some pretreatment v/hich might

be comminution to something like that of solids

and perhaps a chance for some BOD removal by aerobic

decomposition aerated tan3c* That effluent tank

flows thxovigh an artificial, or perhaps in rsome cases.
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a natural marsh,, and it lias been shown that certain

types of plants are particularly effective at

accomplishing a number of important characteristics.

Bacteria, and otnsr joathQcfsnss are -snazz-ine* and

destroyed- Ssavy aietal are scavenged by t'h© sediments

in the bottom of th:La marsh. Nitrogen is first

nitrofiad and than danitrofied in the sediments of

the marsh if it presses readily fixed by the

sediments and along v/ith the nitrogen that's taken

7-P by the plants in the marsh,

The outlet of the marsh then is introduced into

a pondtf which we might think of as a polishing, v/hich

would contain a food chain which would be specified

as to the components that <ax±3b there„ and the food

chain would remove additional nutrients from the

water which then would be distributed into a tributary

stream. It would be put into infiltration basins.

The experimental results indicate that the

water quality and the outlet of the lake is very

good.

Q And I assume you couldn't give me any

general statement as to densities that t̂ ould be

permitted with tha marsh-pond system?

'.'I .'^ :'"•"•' ';'•'.'• ' " ''-
 ;

* f

much land is raouired. Wa have designed a :nc?.rsh-pond
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"\ \\ system for a development in Bucks County,

'•' H and i t has been cTO"orovfBd —— my unde^st-;'^v

hs.s bssn aiDT̂ rovBd bv a i l th-s 2D'oro"orii ciJ:~'S *•

; ;i zLiid that the developer i s in te res ted in o'b'

•i ) EPA project funding in order to implement •

; A ivill be for t h i s Droiact on a gross bas is?

r^ ( . . . . . . , - , ,^.- ; - "j - j

2.3 i."il

tainin

^ha dsvalopar has a .substantial tract of land

i v/islies to develop in stagea, The design

of tha systea ://as for ten units '̂ hi s on

, 7 |!

is
. . (i

15
j

3.6 I!

19 '•

21

approximately tx-zo-aore parcels plus or minus,

Q &re all tan dwelling units on tv/o acre:?

or is each dwelling unit on a two~aare plot?

A I don't recall the size of the plots3 but

it's not ten dwelling units on two acres, JCt wouldn't

matter if it were, but I can say that they could

all be on two acres and they could use exactly tha

same system if they wished.

Q So you don! t really know the da.^3ijias

other than the fact that they*re ten dwelling units?

A The density is irrelevant to the nature and

the size of the treatment system. It's simply the

number of units v/hich determines the 3ise of the

o •//oil, hov/ la ras ^̂ r:Lli
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the marsh-pond will be constructed?

A X don't recall the exact figure sines this was

about two years distant, but I would judge that thsra

is no more than a couple acres tied up in tha entire

marshing pond for tan units,

Q If you had niors units, v/ould that require

43

A

pond?

It would require a larger rnarsh^ yssj and i t

'10

13

14

15

£6

I?

13

19

ZO

21
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may not require a larger pond in that the rats of

floxtf through the pond just might•be increased.

Q The last method you speak of, .poll3hing

disposal -"-

A Eicrht •

Q ~- can you explain that for the record?

A There is a substantial number of ways in v/hicli

municipal sludga is disposed of. Some which ara

on-going are illegal*

One method for disposing of sludge ±s to apply

it to land in any number of different types of

situations, the goals beings one,, to get rid of

tha sludge from the area where it accumulates; two,

to recycle the nutrients in some way that we might

at least convince ourselves that we are getting some

to dispose ojp a .•- A

H a W 2 v so ?.:3 to rGcli-o-3 i:.lia n u a n c e ciGpacts o::; •jl-.ide--̂ ,,
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that being the possibility of pathogenss excess

nutrients, heavy raetals, odors, to name soma.

Q I assume that you couldn't give ma any

general statements as to the densities, wliat the

maximum densities are that one could build dwelling

units using the sludge disposal system?

A The two are absolutely unconnected« Sludge is

oftan disposed of away from the sits where it13

accumulated, A for instance is a very high densitya

and they are wishing to and maybe successful at .

disposing of their sludge in the coal mining region

in central Pennsylvania 400 miles distant.

0 I assume that would be expensive?

A 1 would say that*s absolutely correct•

Q Now, do you have any general figures as

to the cost per dwelling unit which is associated

with using any of the five systems that you just

discussed?

A I believe that our calculations for the

marsh-pond system indicated it was competitive to

the sewerage treatment conventional septic tank

systems. I believe it's $1200 per dwelling unit

as we calculated. That's an estimate, and I would

•s.o%7^ --rs ->•.• •'-;•*.=?/- •'-o •>•->.a ^ r s G c i f i c d o c u m e n t s *

Q That was for a single marsh-pond system
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given a single set of facts, isn't that right?

A That}s correct.

Q And you couldn't say that based on your

ona experience that it would generally cost $1200

per unit per marsh-pond whenever it13 constructed?

A 1 would not v/ish to generalise across the U«,3«&v

The state of Pennsylvania--but I would say in similar

circumstances v/ith similar types of geology soils9

similar hydrologic conditions, that X would not expect

the cost to vary dramatically from that figure,, but

I would not say in general all -will cost that*

Q Do you have any idea of the cost for any

of the other systems besides the marsh-pond?

A I don't have a cost figure which X could give

you ba3ed on DU's per acre or per individual

household. Costs are generally calculated on the

basis of gallons of effluent per day, and such

figures I would suspect could be found. In general,

I would say that the smaller the number of units

and the smaller amount of effluent one is going to

dispose of, the greater the unit cost vd.ll be.

There is efficiency and there is cost benefits to

substantial systems*

o 1.3 there a smell associated v/ith any of

\\ these svstanis ?
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A If these are operated properly, tha answer is no«

If thay are operated and designed improperly; the

answer is in some cases there certainly might be.

When you say f3£s there a smell," we say tners is an

inoffensive smell.

o Offensive?
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A I donJt believe so, X believe I can convince

you of tli&t too if 7. took you to some of them.,

Q Are there any disadvantages in using any

of the systems that you discussed over installing

septic tank systems?

A Are there any disadvantages?

Q Yes.

A I don{t believe we could categorically say that,

and I don't believe there are any inherent disadvantages

except that they might require more land if one

considers that to be a disadvantage. It may be an

advantage if someone is seeking to preserve space or

open space o

Q Why would these five systems require more

land than septic systems?

A Buffer zones are probably a major factor there.

Q Let me see if I understand you correctly*

*\'* •';•'="•£ if.

1 maximum gross claivsitv that one could builds assuming
\* •" **
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one were to use septic ays tains exclusively for effiuerr

disposal, would be one unit par acre/ is that correct?

A On a basis of the whole watershed?

A

Q

Yes

Gross density we!re talking about

Q Can one increase this gross density above

the one unit per acra if one were to use the five

alternative systems that you just discussed ::or ma?

A Yes •

O And can you tell me UID to what 'coint could

you increase the gross density?

A Now, when you say "increase the gro^s density"

that means more than one DU per acre?

^Phat' s correct«Q

A The limit depends, in ray opinionj upon the

efficiency of any fiov/, general removal in any of the

systems which are selected-

Q And would this have to be dona on s.

site-specific basis?

A Now your question doesn't follow from the

information that I just gave youo

Q Now, how would you determine what the

maximum densities one could use these alternative

sv^tsffs v/sra? Ho-7 ?;ould yon determine it?

h You would aalsct a svstem and then I ;7ou7.d or
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you would select -- you would find out the nitrogen

removal efficiency of these various systems, and from

that then you would be abla to estimate what the

nitrogen renovation capacity i.3, and that would then

allow you to determine what density or the number of

units you could have on this system. It would

determine -- you could determine the number of units

you could have on the system given available land,

and that would tell you whether or not you could do

this based, on nitrogen alone«

How, that is the density limiting, or the

number limiting factor that you're concerned with

given the answer that I gave you,

Q Is it the sole limiting factor or ara

there other limitations with the systems?

A I would suggest that fhe actual amount of

water that's going to be displaced over this land

is something that one should consider. The actual

amount of land that is owned or can be leased is

another potential limiting factor in this system.

Q So in order to determine maximum density

using each of those five systems, wouldn't you really

have to be site-specific and project-specific rather

than speaking in general terms speaking about

densities ?
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A If you were going to design a system* you would

need site-specific information. If you wished to

determine the general feasibility as to v/hetlier or

not the landscape has the appropriate properties,

then I think you are warranted in doing this without

on-site investigation•

Q What !8m interested in, thought are

estimates as to maximum densities,,

A Then you have to do it* There isn't necessarily

a connection between density and the systemso These

systems^ X think* do not imply density at all,

Q Well, these systems, don't each have an

infinite capacity for additional dwelling units?

A You're talking about numbers-, and not density«

That's different•

Q Well, there are limitations that each

of these systems have, is that true?

A Limitations as far as what?

Q Amount•

A If you have a very, very large parcel of land

available, then you can hold a very, very large

number of people, or you can supply sewerage treatment

to a very large number of people.

^ ^.-s^ ô - these svstarns h?.s maximums that

2̂5 {I are inherent because of the characteristics of -f
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land?

A That's not correct.

Q You'rs saying that some of these systems

can take an infinite amount of effluent?

A If you have an infinite amount of land?

Q I'm saying given a specific piece of

land,

A Okay. You never gave me that before.

Q Unfortunately neither we nor the Ptablic

Advocate has an infinite amount of land.

Given a specific piace of property, that

property can only take a certain amount of effluent?

A That's correct.

Q And do you have any formulas or do you

know of any studies or have you had any conversations

with any experts in the field that would give you

the basis for a formula so that you can say piece of land—-

A There's no rule of thumb that can be constructed

given the site-specific informationo I could do it.

It can be done by a large number of qualified people.

Q Now, let's assume that I owned a hundred acres

and I want to see the maximum of dwelling units I can

construct on it to maximize my profits.

What would you have to do in order to
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determine the maximum number of units I could create

using any of these five systems?

A I would have to start by targeting a number of

the DTJJ s that you might like to have* and then you

could ask the question, "Is it more cost affective

perhaps to distribute them in -two—acre lots or one-acre

lots on this hundred acres, or is it perhaps better to

cluster them and then to consider using the remaining

land as a land treatment system?"

And then when you have that general number and

you figure out how many acres you might have left

over; you could identify the soil properties, and

you can .make a first estimate as to how many people --

the waste from how many people could be treated on

the available land. You could then adjust the number

of dwelling units based on whether or not the land

could take more or should, in fact, not take as much

as you would hope.

Obviously there's a feedback process that one

would go through in determining this. There's no

sort of rule of thumb.

Q Wouldn't one have to a preliminarily at

least, design a system and see if it would work

2B"~: \\ wanted to construct ?
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A Design a system, no. I don't think so, because

the nature of the design might be fitted to the

lanclscapa, It's sinrply judging the inherent capability

cf the 'system to deal v;ith the required a me tot of

affluent YfLfc'h a. specified amount of land avaiiabley

Q And I assume each place of property :;ouid

have different capacities?

a :Hiat is only true if their landscape properties

are different«

Q You "-/ould agree that --

Each piece of property ~

Q -- land is unique?

A Sach piece of property is uniquea hut that

cloesnEt -Viean that tv/o pieces of property cannot have

virtually the same characteristics and would allow

then virtually the seme density or the same number

of unitsa

Q When yon were to advise a developer, you

couldn't give that developer general rules aa to

maximum densities-, could you?

-% On the basis of what?

Q On the basis of merely looking at the

soils maps and assuming that he were to use one of

* / •/.} t... t ™ •. •;:;• •>

1 * I can -_rive him the mâ sirnuiri number of unit
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he could treat by going through the soil properties

I have enumerated previously, and then I could give

him an estimate,

Q We 11, are there a ny soils a nyv/ha r e t lia t

you've studied in your years as a soils expert v/liere

you can tell me, given certain soil properties a

hundred acres of land could take, the affluent

produced from "X11 dwelling units?

A I have never designed land treatment systems

for an individual, for a municipality, so I cannot

speak from experience*

Q , Is this beyond tlie purview of ycur

expertise?

A No, I believe I could calculate for a man the

number of units that he could put on a particular

piece of property given the appropriate information

with v/hich to assess the ability of the property

to assimilate effluent in any of the scenarios.

Q But you'd have to look at the specific

site?

A I would have to look, at least, at the data

for a specific site*

Q And it8s your testimony that you've

A I guided and. participated in the design of a
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marsh-pond system, I certainly have put together all

of the guidelines and all the considerations that a

person needs to know about to design virtually any of

those systems* And I have run — we have run tests

Droblem.3/ von know, test cases, given this ether thina

was the appropriate density. The calculations of such

a number of units is.really not very difficult to do

aivan the appropriate informationo I8m very qualified

n I;
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Q .But "/ou! va never done it before'?

h I've never heon paid to do it by a developer

Q Have you ever made a calculation as to

the number of units that a specific parcel of land

could hold for any purpose?

A The number of units?

Q The number of units

A I!ve calculated how much effluent is appropriate

to apply to a certain parcel of land.

Q Have you ever calculated the total number

of units that could be constructed on a given

parcel of land given the limitations for septic

purposeso

A Well, I don't know the answer to 1;hat questiona

but itrs so simple to get from the total number of

gallons of -affluent divided by the number of paopla
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and their water use per day so that that number is

positively trivial to obtain that number given the

kind of calculations that I've got,

Q And you've made these calculations as

to the amount of effluent that land could hold ±n

what specific geographic areas* New Jersey/ Haw Yor^t

Pennsylvania'?

A 11 • rn not stirs v/hethsr the soil properties and so

on that we used v̂ ere • sits-specific or whether they

were simply general soil characteristics that v/e

have specified for the purpose of an •axampia to show

other people how it8s done* X donct have a specific

recollectione although 1 believe it was dona In

conjunction with the work X did at Cornell as a Post

Doc on this course designed for engineerss and it

may in fact be reflected or may have h^sn done

again in the Idaho study-

Q Other than your two studies, have you

ever —

A There are three studies, one was the marsh-pond

systemt one was Post Doc at Cornell in designing a

course to educate people as to what they need to

know about land 3ystems. This is a course that the

IS PA is putting on or has put on, a short course

the cotintr a s dasignea ox.
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we were working with. It v;asn*t a course for students

at Cornell• It was a general educational-type course*

And the third study was designing guidelines for use

in the state of Idaho, all over tha state of Idaho*

virtually all over the state of Idahoa with the

exception of a faw areas for treating a variety of

effluent including municipal effluent«

Q Well, the only study that you did which

was relevant to actual construction was with regard

to a single marsh-pond, is that correct?

A Thatt s correct.

Q How, with regard to all these studies,

can you tell us the results of any study with regard

to the amount of effluent that could be held by a

single unit of land such as an acre, ten acress a

hundred acres? Do you remember any of those

statistics?

A I can give you a general guide for the eastern

XJ.So as to how much effluent a parcel of land can

hold.

Q Eight o

A Assuming suitable conditions was specified,

two inches per week of effluentf

o -̂.•̂ .c-. how 'A."CuJ.d r::Q make tb.a contmutcition ?

&>—£ I realise you don;t have a computer, but assigning
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have a family of four in a sing3.e dwelling unit that

produces 300 gallons of effluent and water a day,

what would be the commutation so that X can find out

4 ij how much land area is neaded to treat this w&ste?

5 jj A 1 would say that we might* as a first cut at

61| this, assume that we will not put on. more than two

inches per acre. So thare is two inches times some

area -*- we'll call it "X:1 which is the volume of

water that we can put onto this particular parcel

of lande 300 gallons per day can be multiplied by

the appropriate number of days in the waek^ which i.z

seven, to come up with a total number of gallons.,

13 That's the volume which would then be converted to

£4 : acre inches,, and that volume can take as much as

15 two inches of affluent per week.

£6 i Q And this would be using any of the

27 ' alternative systems that we discussed?

IS ; A -Two inches p^r week is strictly applicable

to irrigation systems, trickle-flood or spray

20 irrigations systemso

21 X think we would have to adjust the overland

flow system rates by some appropriate factor, which

X cannot specify now*. It may be different than

two inches "oar v/eeko

o Do ycu knov/ of any spray irrigation
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that is working in Hew Jersey at the present time?

A Campbell Soup has spray irrigation facilities

IJm not first~handedly familiar with those in Hew

Q I assume that would be industrial rather

than residential?

A Yes, but the general concerns are vary similar

in the case of canning wastes«

9 i| Q How big is the site at Campbell Soup?

A I donJt know*

Q Other than the Campbell Soup facility,

do you know of any other spray irrigation systems

that are operating in Hew Jersey?

A Fir3t-handedly, no, but I do believe -- X recall

that there is at least a model spray system operating

in the Pine Barrens© Xf it*s not an operating system3

the operating data has he en drawn up*

Q Do you know of any trickle and flood

irrigation methods operating in New Jersey?

20 I A No.

21 Q Any overland flow methods?

A No,

Q Any raarsh-pond methods?

= l f i i$ 0. Any kludge disposal methods that ara used
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in Hew Jersey?

A Not first-hand.

Q Could you tell us if you consider yourself

to be familiar with the situation in 2£ew Jersey with

regard to affluent disposal or whether or not 'your

actual knowledge has he®n directed towards other

geographical areas ?

A My knowledge is not site-specific 1 believe

I could apply it very readily to Hew Jersey <s?h.Qn

7. know what the legal standing of the system is and

what the legal implications are *

Q Well, in the past you worked in Hew Jersey?

A Hot with a treatment system,

Q Have you worked with any of your areas

of expertise in New Jersey?

A Oh* yes. Irve worked for two years as a

research soils scientist in the Pine Barrens*

Q Anywhere else in New Jersey have you worked?

A I've been a consultant to a projact that was

conducted in Bedminster townshipo I was simply a

ona~day consultant asked to give an explanation of

the landscape and why it was the way it waso

Q I assume this was on behalf of Allen

: H

•m I I donJt know, X was a sub-consultant hired by
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a consultant to Wallace, Me Ear g, Roberts & Sodd.

Q You were involved with John Sinton on

$. jj that project?

.•; ;] A- u?hat; s where £ met Colin Sinton»

$ u 0 Did you prepare a written report ?

6 ii A loo

M i} Q What was your task with regard to

A Q?o fly over the area in an aircraft; to observe

what the landscape looked like number one, Wumher tv/o,7

to read the Soil Survey report and to interpret from

that "/hat kind of soils in general are found in what

types of landscape settings, what type of landscape

positions. Third* to drive through the township to

visit sites that might have been of specific interest

to, in my understanding? the landscape«

Q And did you make a written report to anyone?

n\i

-° j A I>To written report.

Q Oral report?

h

A

Yes •

Q To whom?

3?o Ian McHargo

Q Did you talk to anyone else?

"There v/as a arowo of people in this l i t t l e

It was \ion^ on tha wing of an airplane
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And John Sinton may have heen pzesento X don't recall.

There may or may not have he&n lawyers who v/ere

involved in this particular township present at the

time* 'There was no more than four or fivs people,,

perhaps as few as three or four,

Q Was John 2'erwin one of the people that

you reported to in the Bedminstar case?

A 1 have no recollection of names -except for Xan

McEarg and John Sinton-

Q And, other than your work in the Pine Lands

and your t//or3c in the Bsdminster case, v/as there

anything alse you had done in Hew Jersey ;Ln a professions.

capacity?

A I have to think a minute« I believe that's

it.

Q And what did you dor for the Pine Lands

study?

A Well, I've dug along with my students 50 or 60

holess looking at the soils, measured a wide variety

of soil properties. We have kept very careful track

of a nutrient budget and a trace metal budget and

an experimental watershad that we have in the Pine

Lands.

I've given a course on the Pine Barrens and a wide
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variety of the different ecosystem types that exist

in the Pine Barrens.,

I:ve cored 300 treea in the Pine Barrens and

rscordad how the trees have groi'/n over the past 120

years»

I have in. my laboratory undar my direction

analysed several hundred water samples from the Pin.as*

At least savaral tins of soil samplas have besn

analyzed for a wide variety, or for a variety of

different constituents,

Ws hava triad to trace historic changes of

pH in the soils, historic changes of pH in the atreams

It's a vary wide approach to it by geochemistry

of the Pine Barren's ecosystem that v;a are still

engaged in.

Q Would you recommend that for certain

areas in the Pine Barrens that there be a residential

density of more than or less than one unit per acre?

A A gross density?

Q Yes.

A Within what bound3? Within the bounds of a

watershed, shall v/a say?

Q You can pick the dimensions.

A I will venture an opinion at this point that,?

yas -« did you ask "•;!:ether *-;a could hava 1-3/LSS than
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or more than a Bu per acre?

63

1

Q Less than.,

A Lass than DU par acre can I justify in the Pine

Barrens?

Q Yss,

A Under some circumstances^ yeso

Q Would you'explain what these circumstances

might he?

A Where there ara soils which do not have

substantial capacity to renovate effluento

Q And. what do you believe would be the

smallest density v/hich you feel land in the Pine

Barrens would reasonably be expected to take, yet

consistent with good planning and good environmental

design?

A I'd lilce to confer with counsel, if I may.

I would say that for certain areas in the

Pine Lands that a density of one dwelling unit psx

seven acres probably would be an appropriate densityo

Q You wanted time to give an explanationo

This is ito Give the explanation,,

A My feeling is based on the fact that the Pine

Lands are a very unique ecosystem, and that I would

like to see applied to the Pine Lands very strict

controls of water quality and land uses chat stems
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from an.understanding of the soils and their properties

and a feeling that unique resources should be

preserved and protectedo

Q Can you tall us whatJs unique in the

Pine Barrens that you as a soils expert feels should

be preserved and protected?

A The water chemistry in the Pine Barrens is unique

probably in Horth America o Tlae water which isthere

is as soft as any water which X have studied or have

seen any record of studieso 3y soft 1 mean it contains

a porosity of dissolved constituents,, Because it is

uniquev it is- in my view, appropriate to preserve

it in order to study and to understand ito

This particular type of water system which is

very soft may be very simple,, which v/oiiid give us

some insights into naturally occurring biogeocharaical

processes which v/culd not be ohser^red elsewhere in

more complex types of water*

In addition to the water chemistry, the

biogeography of the Pine Lands is uniqueo It's an

area where the southern-most range of certain plant

and animal species is observed, and it's also the

northern-most range of other species of plants and

animals, and therefore there is a mixture of plants

and animals which are at one extreme or another of
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their nature range which generally tends to suggest

this is a fragile environment or fragile ecosystem.

Additionally, the soil properties in the Pine

Barrens may net be unique in all of North America,

but they are certainly very limited to an area of the

outer coastal plains* And the properties which we

see in the Pine Barrensf in.the Pine Barrens
3 soil

have never been reported upon in the literature.

And I would say that therefore I think that careful

study is warranted. 1 would like to sea these

particular soils not disturbed or destroyed until

we know more about their particular chemical aspects-

Another reason why I think that I would like to

see the Pine Lands protected is that there are a numbe:

of rare and/or endangered plant species which exist

in habitats which may depend upon the continuation of

the current water quality with no disrupt!on«

We ought to know at least whether or not these

things will be altered dramatically by changes in

water quality, and we cannot assess that yet.

To summarize why I think stringent requirements

are required,, I think that at this point in time we

know less about the way Pine Barrens* soils in the

P'.-^'-- ?̂ .rr3!is' ssosysteni operates than most other
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should proceed with great caution,

Q How would you recommend that the Pine

Barrens be protected?

h I have no recommendation on how it should be

66

protected

Q What steps could be taken in order to

protect the Pine Lands and its unique systems that

you 8 ve just &ascribed ?

A I believe that they have instituted -- they,

meaning the State of Itfew Jersey -- has instituted

sufficient water quality standards for the Pine Land

region which are more stringent than the water quality

standards for most of the rest of the State of New

Jersey, which, I believe, is an appropriate move*

And that also has lad to my general characterisation

of one DU per seven acres on appropriate development•

That's based on repetitively strict water quality

standards,, particularly with respect to nitrogen.

The actual social structure and infrastructure

necessary to effectively preserve the Pine Lands, I

don't feel qualified to make an expert judgment on,

but I believe I understand what the federal and state

governments have in mind. I'd be glad to explain that

'I O I'm interested more in your opinions than
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in the federal and rhate government; since you will be
!

2 testifying. If you c.:e going to support; the federal or

state positions • then \'d lil̂ e to hear it if it's a

position that you'ra at ins withy but lr.'in not ir./ierested

if it's just an explanation you're going to gzvt;*

A I don't really have a ' V3ll-::ormod opinion as to

how is the best way to go ahead and pirotect '-he Pines*

'The reason 1 don't is that vcy feeling is that the

$ createst threat to thr£ integrity '';o the P/sie Lands doss

3.0 j no^ come from within the Pines, xut frca outside, and

tt that is the effect of acidf rail?, and the additional

consoxtuents that are blown ini3 Hew Cj^rney from

outside.

Q How would one protect the Piiias from the

effects of development a out-a/.de of the Pine Lands

region?

MRO M3IS3RS You're talking about —

MR. BSRHSTEXH; All of the negative

effects from development outsi^a of the

Pine Land.i region.

Q What are the methods that you as an soils

expert would recommend in order to protect the integrity

of the Pine Lands?

A Desulphurization of phosphorus gasses,

1>M I Q Which entails what"?
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A The use of any ona of a variety of, shall we

call them, sulphur scrubbers.

Q For homes, for cars, for industry?

A Principally for large industries scattered; from

Philadelphia to Chicago and south to 'Tennessee and

Virginia.

Q How about development adjoining the Pine

Landa? Would you recommend any restrictions on that?

A Yes and no, 1 need now to say that your question

has prompted me to recall a one-evening discussion with

a consultant named Michael Clark about a specific area

adjacent to fhe Pine Lands.

My feeling about the development next to the

Pine Lands is that, again, we don't have all the facts

that we need to confidently assess what the effects

might be,, and therefore we should proceed with the

reasonable degree of caution. We don't know what the

effects \tfould be on the Pine Lands. Therefore, we

should proceed with a reasonable degree caution*

Q Would that suggest low densities for

development within the area close to the Pine Lands?

A Low densities based on what? If you're asking

me to say does that preclude high density development

the answer is no. But low overall densities, I would

ay at this time would he a prudent action
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Q So what you're saying, I believe, is that

you would support gross densities within the area

3 p adjoining the Great Swamp?

A 1 don't nave any particular first-hand 'knowledg-e

of the Great 8v;amp»

Q I meant the Pine Lands. I assume you'd.

recommend low gross density within the area

surrounding tha Pine Lands?

A I would not make such a recommendation to the

State of Hew Jersey, I would simply stay out of it.

If they asked me for my opinion, I would say

that would be a prudent way to proceed, but 1 would

not say my experience as a consultant entitles me. to

say that»

Q I'm asking for your opiniono

h Low densities would be prudent under the current

situation.

Q How far might these low densities extend

beyond the actual perimeter?

A That is a question which probably cannot be

answered since we don't understand perfectly the

hydrology of the region•

Q What is your opinion since you're the

A Mv opinion would ba that X would not give an
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opinion until confronted with the appropriate

information- 3: would «

ME* MEISERs You don't have to

gusssw

A X would not advise you* If you came to me

for a recommendation as to what is a safe distance,

I would decline to advise you.

Q J\nd you: ve studied the Pine Lands for at

least two years?

A That's correct*

Q And you have no idea what would bs a safe

distance where low densities would be required?

I've studied the heart of the Pine Lands
t -r-r.

A

not studied the contiguous areas that I thought we

were discussingo X am not familiar with those fringe

areas., and would therefore decline to give you a

distance,,

Q Could you give me a range? Could you

say that you would worry beyond a distance of ten

miles from the Pine Lands, or could you not even make

that statement?

MR* MEISER: Again, you don't have

to guess. If you have an opinion, okay*

?. I'll give an opinion. If I could find the

appropriate kind of soil for a house with a septic
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tank, I would say that you could develop as adjacent

to the central Pine Barrens as anyone would allow with

the appropriate kind of soil, I can't give you a

broad range. Site-specific information would need to

foe brought to bear*

Q Would you be concerned with high clansitv

development ten miles from the perimeter of the Pine

Lands?

A It depends entirely on what would happen to the

subsurface distribution of water from that developmentQ

Q Can you think of situations where you

would be worried about development of high density

dwelling units occurring ten miles from the Pine

Lands?

A I can't answer that question because the specific

boundaries of the Pine Barrens would definitely be at

issue.

How, there are legally defined boundaries which

may or may not coincide with the natural boundaries

other investigators might choose* Ho one has the same

boundaries for the Pine Lands. So that the ten-mile

distance may have absolutely no real bearing on what

happens to the Pine Lands•

C; Ten miles from any Xacral boundary?

I simply cannot say without site-specific
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evidence* In general, I will say that Xlm not too

worried about things that "happen ten miles away, but

I won't preclude that something adverse could happena

Q Could you conceive of a situation whera

you would be concerned about high density development

occurring five miles from the legal boundary,; from

any legal boundary of the Pine Lands?

.& I cannot conceiva of one, but X î ill not preclude

that there could be a situation which would make me

inclined to say that maybe this should not happen

here *

Q Could you conceive a situation where you'd

be concerned about high de.isity development occurring

within two miles of the legal boundaries of the Pine

Lands ?

A I would answer that exactly the same as the

five-mile distance.

Q How about 50 feet? Could you conceive

of a situation —-

A Yes, I can,

Q How about a thousand fee t?

A Maybe.

Q What's the definition of non-point

pollution?

tx I ivhat is the definition of non-point pollution?
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Q Your definition.,

A My definition of non-point pollution are the

naturally occurring substances which, are considered.

to be pollutants, which are derived from a diffuse

area that do not corns out,; for instance, a pips.?

that are transported to a'stream. X think of

non-point source pollution in the context of a

stream. Xt has pollutants in it and these are derived

from a diffuse area, not a single place*

Q Are you concerned about the effect of

non-point pollution on the Pine Lands?

A Pollution by what type of substances?

Q Any kind of pollution. You're the expert./

aren't you?

A Yes, Xfm concerned to a certain extent.

Q Well, didn't you tell us just a little

while ago that the greatest danger to the Pine Land

area was from outside the Pine Lands and not within?

A I told you that the type of pollution I'm

referring to is, in fact, nora.̂ point source pollution*

first of all, and secondly, the fact that I considered

that to be the greatest, that really doesn't mean

I'm not concerned by other things that would happen

Q Hov/. what ara the pollutants that you're
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concerned with that come from non-point sources with

respect to the Pine Lands ?

A I would say that nitrogen is one that is a

possibility. Our v/ork has suggested that lead may-

be another potential problem in the Pine Lands under

certain types of development pressure. I am, to a

certain extent, wary of a potential threat from

phosphorus, from non-point source pollution. I

believe there is a possibility of other chemical

fertilizers or other constituents used in chemical

fertilisers which might constitute non-point source

derived pollutants in certain streams of the Pineso

Q And what creates all those pollutants

that you're concerned v/ith? Whatl a the source of

those pollutants that you envision as a danger to

the Pine Lands?

A Human activities with respect to the things I

mentioned<, I'm thinking of human activities, primarily

agriculture, secondly, agricultural uses of the land*

Q You said, "Primarily agricultural uses."

What are the other causes? ?

A Housing, and housing certainly is an appropriate

type of a source for non-point pollutions such as

*& A o How could one reduce the effect of
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non-point pollution on the Fina Barrens or any other

sensitive area?

A Control of the source is the way to do it

Q With regard to a houss, how do you control

pollution at a house?

A By what particular type of a mechanism?

Q What X5m concerned with is you are

concerned with po3.luta.nts that affect the Pine

Lands e

A Right,

Q What steps can be taken to control the

non-point sources of pollution so that it will have

less of an effect on the Pine Lands?

A Then I've got to deal with them in categories«

Q Okay, residential*

A To prevent additional discharge of surface runoff

into streams, that means that I would not particularly

advocate the use of extensive sewer systems which

would come together and drain into a particular

water body* But that's not a problem in the Pine

Lands e So that some mechanism in design or capturing

excess runoff from these developments would be a

useful first step, I would advocate sewerage treatment

systems vrhldh were as effective as possible at removing

nitrogen from sewerage effluent, and X would also want
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to be a little bit more informed, but I could see

that itfs possible that I might advocate acceptable

sewerage treatment so as to remove phosphorus as well0

As far as tha problem with lead is concarnsd,

I can speak only from our experimental worlv which I

consider that to be more or less private property., and

that ±s that we found that disturbing soils tends to

release substantial quantities of lead* Therefore,,

if that turns out to be generally true, fhen I might

recommend that development occur in the context of

not disturbing the soils as much as possible•

Q Would one method of reducing non-point

pollution be to reduce the density of a residential

development occurring adjacent to sensitive areas?

A Certainly effective non-point source control

can be affected by reducing densities.

Q What was the basis for your recommendation

that certain areas of the Pine Barrens should be

developed on the basis of one DU per seven acres'?

A A substantial investigation was carried out

by two workers at Rutgers named Trella and Douglas *

Their conclusions were from studying the soil

properties taking into account the special water

quality standards with respect to nitrate that seven

acres v/as an appropriate sise
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Q And you subscribe to that view?

A In tlie Pine Lands, I do.

Q ??hat' s the relationships if any, between

density and storm water runoff?

A In general, -che greater the density, the grsat-sr

the impervious surface, and the greater the increase

in surface runoff the-1. occurs«

Q And what is the effect between density

and storm water quality?

A I have no specific figures to enlighten me,.

but I would suspect that higher densities which,

if they are accompanied by greater impervious

surface, may lead to an increase in the concentrations

of undesirable elements in that runoff water. 'That

doesn't necessarily mean that that water has to impact

streams in that particular condition.,

Q Are you stating, sir* that the Impervious

ground cover is the critical factor, and increased

ground coverage leads to increased storm water runoff

and increased pollutants in that storm water runoff?

A I would say that is the first consideration,

the first line consideration that I think of in the

context of that, but I could also imagine that the

.r-r̂ rt —;~ .o,̂.7'"̂.r>""-f.-a *--'"~}~.-bnent, t h e e x t e n t o f s e w e r a g s

treatment and potentially other variables v/culd ba
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important as well, perhaps more important; in certain

situations* It!3 difficult to generalise*

Q Do you nave an opinion as to whether or

not residential development should occur in arsas

which ara designated as flood plains?

A X have an opinion^ yes., I think that in general

residential development does not belong in flood plains

Q And your reason?

A It is a potential hasard to life and health and

property.

Q How v/ould you define the term i:3te

slopes"?

A That should be defined with respect to the

region* I would say for the Piedmont of Pennsylvania

that steep slopes are greater than 15 percent.

Q What would be the definition of steep

slopes in Morris County?

A I am at least vaguely familiar with the

topography of Morris County*' -I would say that 15

percent or greater is a steep slope*

Q Would you recommend residential

construction on steep slopes?

A If it conformed to certain prescribed performance

o l̂hat would those Dertorrfiance standards be
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A That the erosion, excess runoff, and the general

lay of the land not be disturbed beyond its original

state« In other words, I don't personally like to

see a lot of cut and fill take place in order to

develop on steep slopes, But there are certain

designs which I personally find very attractive

which can be built into hillsides which are much

steeper than 15 percent« But I would say that one

should strive to preserve topsoil, limit erosion,

and prevent excess runoff.

Q Would you say that it's more expensive

to construct on steep slopes?

A I would guess the answer is yes,

Q Would you say that high density

development should not occur on steep slopes?

A I couldn't say that categorically because 1*2*1

familiar with what I think are very attractive, very

well-designed high density developments on slopes that

are as much as 35 percent«

Q And what densities might there be on these

substantial slopes?

A 12 DU's, 15 DXJ's per acre, perhaps even greater

than that o

•^ IB that a net basis or a gross basis?

That is the land that is built.
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Q But on &_ gross basis, what would the

density be?

A You have to give me vfhat your definition of

Q Gross is the entire parcel,, is that part

where development has occurred•

A X have no idea what chs total land owned is in

the cases Xim thinking ofe I1II be more specific*

Resorts in the ski areas in the Green Mountains of

Vermont are the ones that I have in mind that X

believe function very nicely,

O These are cottages or what?

A They are condominium-type developments» There

are also apartment-type developmentse In the

distinction between them, they sometimes pass from

one to the other*

Q Do you have any Icnoitfiedge about the Great

Swamp ?

A Virtually none,

Q Do you know where it is located?

h In Morris County,

Q Which communities?

A I don't 3snow0

0 Do vou >now if it's at ail significant?

do you mean
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Q Prom an environmental and ecological

standpoint a

h I rsally have no first-hand knowledge«, I am

sympathetic with the preservation of wet land a "vhieh

is normally, or in many areas that is,.- mandated by

statute c

Q First, would you tell us what you mean

by trie term !:wetlands " ?

A \E?here are a wide variety of definitions* My

ov/n definition involves areas where the ground ia

saturated virtually all of the tiuie or most of ths

year. There are botanical categorizations of

wetlands, but for my viewpoint saturated ground

constitutes a v/etland, saturated year round o

Q That would be a swamp or marsh?

A That depends on the depth of water as to

whether yon want to call it a swamp or marsh,

Q But swamps or marshes would be considered

forms of wetlanda?

A That's correct.

Q I assume flood plains would be forms of

wetlands?

A They may or may not be„

3& l\ to construction of 7"3tl^nds ?
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A X am in a position that I could say in general

one should never construct or in general it!s okay to

construct,, 1 believe -— 1 knov; of areas v/hiGh have

very attractive aomrnunitias * Xn -jlact, ralatively

high density communities have been built in coastal

v/etiand areas, and they ara built on stilts to keep

them above the flooding induced by hurricanes and BO

forth. So 1 don't have an overall opinion*

Q Aside from stilts, do you know of any areas

of watlands where you vzould recommend residential

construction?

I\ &side from constructing housaa on stilts could

I imagine a way in v/hich houses could be constructed

in v/etlands ?

Q Right.

A Hot really. It would be a vary specialised

act by a person who v/as very interested in living in

a wetland.

Q Now, have you done any work- iir, in the

area of ground water availability?

A Yes •

Q And have you done any studies with regard

to Morris County?
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water which ±s available, presupposing the use of wells

exclusively, as it rslates to residential development?

A Let me see if I understand your question. Is

thars a limit to tha amount of ii-atsr that vov. can

obtain from the ground if you are only using r;/at3r

from the ground?

Q That's righto

A X would suspect that the ansv/ar is yas,

Q And do you know of any studies or any

papers or any theories v/hich set up parameters for

limitations on ground water availability?

A X do not know of then first-handt bu'c I 'know

that the concept of safa yield has been discussed

in a number of concepts, largely by engineers, and

that information is available to me if 1 should need

o You haven't studied that information?

Thatrs correct.

o It has been relevant to your work in

the past?

A It has been relevant to ruy work in the past

except that the answer was obvious given the natural

features of the landscape and the subsurface geology.
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Q Are you familiar with the terra

$ «• "precambrian gneiss"?

3 I A Yas. I'm familiar v/ith it.

Q Can you cell us what that itiesiis?

h A gneiss is a type of rock which is character!.1

as a metamorphic rockf it being of a variety of

specific -ninsral compositions. In general, it

appears to "bs relatively banded in that it has light

and dark zones, and it's comprised of minerals, v/hiah

may include feldspars, it may include quart-.?, it may

include micas to a certain extent,

Q Praoarnbrian means thar it was formed a

long time ago?

A Yes •

Q Can you tell us what the water-bearing

qualities are of pracarabrian gneiss?

A That depends on factors which are not rrtrictly

a property of the rock as I described it. It may

I have substantial water-bearing tendencies in certain

areas where itf s heavily f aiiUied or iointed._ :_.

In areas where it's not heavily faulted or

jointed, the gneiss itself does not contain very

readily assessible water* although it may be -- the

matter acr
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tendency.

Q Isn't it a fair statement that where the

praeambrian gneiss is not shattered,, it "has limited

v/3.ter~-.bss.rino' cjci'̂ soitiê  ?

A I would agree v;ith that. Where itr3 not

shattered, assuming that you mean shattered in -tlia

context of jointed or faulted,

Q Would you agree that it *\rouid be imp art ant

to protect FB-1 and FB-2 streams from non-point

pollution?

i\ X need to ravie"? the definition of :?3-l and F3-2

streaini3« 1 presume those are Hew Jersey designations?

Q That:s right, and they go along :/ith

particular water quality standards*

A In generalt I am in sympathy with protecting

streams from water quality problems and non-point

source pollution.

Q And could you tell us the methods chat

could be used to protect streams from non-point

pollution?

A I'll give you a variety of methods which I'm

familiar with. Some of these methods involve planning,

some involve design. I would say that the retention

i ii •?. 3 s i c/ n«
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such things as porous pavement which would allow the

infiltration of watar through the pavement. 'This is

partially experimental, but it has baan utilised in

othsr arssSo X b^Iisys, in react,. thsr3 ars ,;.:orniiivi2iil'b

which have ordinances specifying the nature of the

paving to be used,

There are such -things as Dutch drains or French

drains which are holes in -the ground filled with rocks

into which runoff percolates. Water can ha mads to

rur off of roofs onto very permeable araas bslov/ which

would ba perhaps tranches -that are lined v'i-ch gravel

or sand or something to allow infiltration cf the v/atar

There is the potential of holding retention

basins which might be necessary in very large instances

which are functional and could be made to be useful

depending on the types of soils that are present <>

There is the opportunity to withhold water on

built surfaces or surfaces in the man-made landscape

which would encourage evaporation of that water.

That could be employed to reduce the amount of runoff

and to reduce the pollutants that are associated with

the runoff.

Planning strategies that would be appropriate

runoi ::.: ±£3., aid by
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quickly as posaibli, I v.-ould say that that' 2

relatively sK'osasive because you ziesd to put ivi

pipes and so forth«

Althouah I cannot speak on the coat 3.-::*:

of aoft mechanisms 1 just explained to you

that there ara test data on some of them*
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CROSS-SKAMIHaT'IOH B? MR, LBS;:

Q Right i:i the beginning of

vou mentioned ;vfc.̂. t c'oei.-uaanta vou ravi

s, position

Q Could vou

•ro'oo :.

-j C -1 .:..

.7 -3 D O 3T"C

-j ... . ^ ,; .-.-.

•n :•- .-5 ••;

.->KJj.. ^.ii:.. ^ _•..<;=:iy'̂ j.

'.L 3 o'—i ii o.}'. o n o in *'.- ~c -."?- 3 xr W

On the

th.3 Con79rs-"Ward"Dixon Soil

•?hat: s the one ho ! 3 loolcad at

On tlie basis of your review of thut repor

do you liava any comments to inaka.

TEE WITH3S3; Off the record

(Discussion off the recordo)

A Could you be ô ore specific; p

Q On the basis of information provided by

Mr* Salzman in his report, were you able to come to

any conclusions about the matters within the report

v/here spscificalJLy he addressed soil conditions in
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•-lie Toi/nship of. Hanover1?

1'To,- X havs not:

-i a v; i o ij. ̂

O 3za.::iiied any

prepared by the experts in this case for th-3 s£cvrnship

of Hanover?

A 'olo - I bsliave that -- I believe note The other

'^"tsri^J. ;:vh:i.ch I have looked at are general maps of
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O Mr. Jcn i i son , have you a n y fap.ii3.ia:

~±bh Rockav/ay . 1'ov/nship?

•:To „
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the topography of Rocl̂ .v?;-y township?

A ' Since I could not pick out Rocka-way To•.•;}.!,-jhip on

- 1 '"'.on; t think •chs.t X ••A'cu.lo.

to a GOV/OI

1._:.iov/1 ̂ dca , I ha^sn

-̂1"-'•":•• ini n 2 o l "'"1x3 r^

. map; I{ m not

il Route 2 02

r« o r did you

4!

I?

J.9 I

3 0 i

2%

J5To - I vvvj.~5 si-sc"-)'!'? l o o k i n c r cit t h e ^/Lol

regarding Morris County as a rssult of tho:sc= ̂ Hp:;;?

il I formed a praliz-iinary insthocl in iv;y :ai -, •,'•. of •

I s ho "aid expect upon further examination.

method?

A Faulted precambrian. relatively steep topogr::

linear features in the eastern jortion of tha joun>

In the aas'barn portion of the county, triassic lov/

areas v;±th soma asneral — some specific inclusion-
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a variety of o:ii
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-co v/nan ayo^
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A I have a reasonably good comprehau"! ji: ::>J:

general soils geocrraphy throughout ;̂ O3t of cl\e Uni-:3:

States, and it's 5, little bit better in ̂r-^:3 that

I'm closa to- so that I am in ganorai câ il;L ir v/ith

the types of aoiia I aspect to find there on the ba^;

of their official nomenclature names« They are

designated by tov/n names or locality names Ii>a

•̂  !] Lav/r-anceville soils or aoraething that's very specifi:
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the eastern seaboard and the t r i a s s i c lowlands o:

Hew Jersey and othar portions of tha Piedraoirc as

dealing '••/itli the soil types that you expect to f:

in ?;iorri'i> Couiit̂ "''5

i\ A csi-.i: t an-3V73r that n"".vs ration f r-.ro ITS the 3oi. 1

probably dealt •;vitl~. ;:-or:s of the rjoil types v.nd

general kinds of soil, the general catagori'-^ and

ols s si if ica 15. ons to a fairly oicrnif 5. cant ^^tont in

the context of olcinnd.no* in the Piscintonts of

Pennsylvania *

Q If I may draw an analogy juet to see if

you would agree with it. I gat the iuipresoion from

your testimony that soil can be alaisaified almost

as the way plant and animal life Is cla^^if:'.ed? s.His

are general categories going down to more specific

catsgorias?

A That's correct•

Q And you are familiar with the general

categories of tha .soils in Morris County, but you

• • * : ; • » ' - • " • • - ' - . - - . • . ' - . • - ~ \ - \ . - • ' - " , , — ; ; - , • • i r - i - _ / - • • • • . - ( " " - . • » i •'• - . - - ' • . ' > . • . - • ; : - / • > • • - , "••• , - - , • : : . i • ••• : - , - - « :
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2 V

H

10 3

><£

§ I

%9

categories^, is that aorract

A Thsra ?.ra 337011 lave I to

•r~» ;Ti 4- :Ci r-r

ra. -.?

:C

'C :•!&. O:

» *̂" ̂** . ̂, .' T *t •* * * *. "t1.- *T - .

nave aona

liaritv

302.I3

^;ssd on

Pennsvlvania

y, similar typas of

Iiich lci be d-a.uie down 'ho ths second or "t:ii.rd

leval of sp-aciflaity.

Q And. you say that those .types of ^oil^ ^r

present here from viewing those maps and from your

Q3ner33. k.21 ov/X s clo- s ?

A My general impressions 03: the eastern coast,

the examination of triassic lev/lands, faulted

matamorpliic rocks in the western portion,

Q Is there a name in your branch of acianc



.j*oh.nson - o ross

'A Yes, I "vould ;-ja X could deal v/i

fc3 O 1 JL O O <.c J-

*v 3.21 vour

••''•3n3 2TillJ V '':.n ";'

vou :':ic*'ht

stiabliah reasonabla densi t ies of land

is,ncl us •And csrtciAii tvoea on 3<

=jan vou -;;sii ma "7xia"c; or cii3G'

lavela, v/hat knowladaa :;oald vou have to h^

•to arrive at the calculations vou

In other vjords; at which Isvsl could

a iii or

reasona.oi9 mfarencas to tne density i-

Q YQ3

k Tlie accuracies of the infarsncs d

rou move to more and more genarai aatagoriss • At

.evei vmich it is appropriate for conrorehansiva
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fe is more specific
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which I have r

Ho v; ever

t'aan •—ly of the aatscrorisa

oacr:t,nii:Liic/ t o aon

• " • ; - » • " • • I * • " - •>

p. i j i r- rr

" ' ' Ci

"vil i -;:fo 3. loner

a3 \:o

3 a

^ |j subgroup loval i;-.if

m o s t >::.:yhci:i!-:-:;--r.\ .L3 7 3

LL3 3 3ri3S or T-O:

inf oriviation

cli 3Gli<33Gd f iv- VOC- 3 Of

alternative affluent traatKent syatarns, Woiild /on

say chat you cou3.d i^ake any specific recommG/.idatioi:i3

with respect to tho-se fiva types based upon cluia

subgroup lavel of !:no^Iadge about the 3oil:-?v

A Ho, that requires soils aarisa Isvo :Li:or::!a':."ior:,

In my opinion, a recommendation could bs mads; a

general recommendation, but that may prove to ba

erronaous in a specific case, so I would say that you

want tha soils series and soils phase information to
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I fi kind of information vo^

sits,, is that corrsct?

A STo , -ioic ':'3 :-i3:cn 1 "

n.ava t

»4 jij

3 O >.-i i i ft

15

1?

18

ax I

v/O M ,1 i,i j < i V \-;..-.ci v*

a -craaumsnt inaoiianx̂ m

con.clition3 oi; stsep slopes, but

^a the slope is stsap, but because of c;;hax

things that are correlative to steep sloping -ureaa ;-

particularly *vith respact to the Pi^dmon::, -" •:::' acj

in favor of putting these things on vary steep slope.

However/ it's possibly useful to say t".?.at they

had heen used for treating effluent in ski arts a a in

th9 v/intartims on relatively stssx) S I O D S ^ O
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at Sunapee Mountain or La.~ks Sunapse, whatever

called in He v? B.n rap &!:. ire

on

'ifoul.5. n o t c ihoosa to ( - b u t X v/oulchi

1 3

•iV '^ U.:. !

n v <"<S'^ZILaxti.o.V

"?~f£*Q~'tt T r?o•'*•* o ^ o o s ? t o

ST21 cl t i V

3 V 3 " C G;.! '•;'

'•Til- ,-. -•- -

"• * »- J. i 'Ĵ «. *_̂  »5« "- J -~r ̂ —> »>.,. ̂ -M

maintenance rscuirs

artainl

and niaLUX.anaaics co

Q Well / C3.ii you describe for aach of the^e

systems what sort of maintenance fcas to oac-ir? Do

they/ for example, raqui.rs periodically that tna

entire system h& replaced or any kind of ::. •] ,r

renovation of the system over a period of yaars for

each of the different systems you xvera taljci::g

about?

A That's vary difficult to answer because anything

which is manacreci irvroroiô rlv stands a chanca of brsa-d.-:;



"y.

Oonnson - cross

o

tia xnta na nc e

Lat' 3 limit oursslvas to assumin

"̂."5.oirO'ori:i'b-i*.1''/ •

s claaning or raplLcing parhaps plngs^ ^p^ray no

f spray irrigation happens to be tha type that'

IB 1

30

3V"Jterns a r a ••.•oi,::vy t o

i 'S'cS'bivs 'orc-riii.*^t L?UIG~*= ^ :3 oulvj> • .coi^ • '^or

- C'OS't -*n 35?O-"iic113-i5 V/itl*' "iS2TV;i;ii11J ilc'f • ";l"t

harvesting,

8o no OXXB will ai2.im tliat thay ara frs-5 of

maintenance costsa Howeverf itJs possible that some

of the cost of the treatment can be offsat by marheti

a product.

Q Are you aware of any studies that

investigate this area of maintenance costs and return

on harvesting vegetable products?

A Y-as, the foremost study probably has hosn clone
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of th.e corn has bscsn testad, and the- corn oaen
j .
11 iTiarkated/ and tlioy

lUGil clOJ, J.c.

•"i i •.

. . ' - — £,*uS W ._ 1. w* T V » » i wi, .»4 . y v.-.%-> .-Tj «L. w - j . 1 . *Jl

- . - * • - • • -•-, - . • • ^ -, . . . » . , , ~ , - - ^ ^ . - ; ̂ . . ^ , . . v , - r

i~'''I3 !C * 1 C: t ' !"" ' l3 ' '" i t -." 'C'i^

r :̂  tl"ii .>'ô r"i"/ i r r iu s. t io;

'DO '.'.I Ci :'i"; 3 "I i l C c- o::

20

:." ̂ S 3. 2T 3 -

' i l l 3 1:1:". H' -31'l O2T 'b.t'lG -OOllci. *

tine cenerai

IS SI "C iv'OlAJ.

ha'i the cfenera o:c

not:

probably completely understood. Batt in general,

it's tdse to plant thase things so that tiis --larsh'

can he taken out ani rsplantad, Ths :/ay t?.?.t thia

is designed ™ in general, the v;ay I would design

them is with a sarias of connected tranches that you

could walk foetv/een rows of marsh vegetation. They

generally require gravel and sand in the bottora as
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But s^perirna

iiiiid.o3.21.t i n

.13 :L'C ::ai say tha-c no ons r.

j j * - ^ i <- j " -

9\

n 1

U

is

£7

IB

19

d o n : •';; "\::::io;v' :L:c ci-wbodv i^nc?'7a o r

are aysusins wnicn asve ..:.:3en xn oparati

SO, 70, or BO yaar^ ,

oner periods

:-JO that inf oriuati

be cjainad on the co?t^ o:;; • those 3ysteGisv '"':' otlv̂ r

or not thcit's directly applicable, I don: t .-no •..••;..

I!m not really a cost parson, but I irould ":'..y lz'li'3.

we could give 'fair judgment as to the field in

judgment as to the long term operating cos^i: of r

things „ They ^re not so experimental 3.nd so nev,%

I want to clsrifv this if 1 :navo :Ji-:i you r.i

the marsh-pond or did you mean all the alternativ

systems?

Q All the alternative systemse

A That's v/hat my answer v/as with respect to,,

loner 'oariods o:r: • • - - > • • ' \ • ; -

•xo:-:
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o

Ara you sayin

riii:< tc all t

s o:-f Scich of

: r -•;.•' •.— '^;* > c

of

%t

2Z }

23 I

O i: •';.* /i. 2 8 £

an individual lot?

I don; t know the answer to t'hat

STC
 !

 S "if il

v : : :.. ,L. '\:- ^ J.

* ^ Li C4 JL wL J. Ac: Q d. o Q i.l 3^'iy >:; ^ u '.-• .'.I

Q " f̂ou iiion ' 'c Icnov^?

Do you 1'irxow i£ iilAer̂  ars any t̂udia.;:1 '.vl:i.o':

show tb.9 incidence of maliTunctioning or ;r-3akdoi

in any of thesa systems wa!va discujsed?

A Are there any studies? Certainly these systsnis

have failed for a variety of reasons in a variety of

peaces. I believe that it's possible that someone

could crenerats a catalog of failures and vmy thay
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I

4

3 )

&

"iS

as
16

17

m
19

20

21

•••>s.

or an affluent dsvalopnvsnt o

One was :3. :::il> processing f~.otory

seem to be wording -/ory '"^IL I: :•.:•. :̂.,:ii.

production outset u^ing land tr̂ i/.trn̂ iit̂

wasn't satisfied, with the •oerforoEn^a o:

ts,; but

be found on

:Lnxcrmat;icn "jroji:...D.

~; "C '*. ir"> ••? ̂ P 2 '•" 5r

tnat no v;or.i

3 r;:thsr than to •i^:oooe .ihsra

-inov; of:-:hand

of system thess 3̂ c.i;'p2.O/j vou '." î-a 'ju^t r^h ;r.:;:lixq to

U8QG V

3f)ray v/&.s iri one case, flood ;.mc;G-;:.:o

J want to point out tb.ouc"h,

n a v , •!•>!?!•(• -* « n o t ̂  ? n n t i H o " i o f "-^t^ f 2.vir< .

a function of poor management- "y failing ha.i besn;

and I can say this with conviction,- that it' 3 vary -

possible to find a site suitable for land treatments,

that the waakaat link right now is in tha ;,::•• .^.^gemant

aspect of it.

Q Do you have any opinion why management

has been a problem using these techniques?

A I suspect that they may have hQen improperly
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I J it's a question of rotating schedulesc when to rotate

the fields. You don't spray every field all the time*

You don!t set off all the nossies at all times™

i-U) A person who is trained to do this "orcc-sri"/ shouldn't.. ̂

have any trouble in deciding that you turn these off

today and these on today. But in cases where there

are mixups or misunderstandings, that may account for

substantial failures. Some of the failures probably

were sort of trial-and-error experiments, for instance,

harvesting- It'3 difficult to harvest on wet soil20

14

15

If

21

in general. This has h^en circumvented by the use of

very low pressure tires, ovsrsised tires- and ao on,

but we had to learn that by experience.

So that unknowns contributed perhaps to failures

in the past. Poor management due to misunderstanding

or shortcuts may sti3.1 contribute to malfunctions „

Q Taking the five systems, alternative

systems you discussed and the conventional on-site

septic system, do either you have an opinion or have

you seen any opinions of others which would rank them

in terms of long term reliability, long term

effectiveness ?

A Ho, I don't think — well, I can only answer

•;:h;l" "n".3fl';:.iO'i in the context of what I think you! rs

'chillhillCT L.hG\l'C , 3.11 -I tl'i-'iit ii'3 t h e Cli.8pO.2cil Of ::"'f ;•: JJ.1-'"; Tl'C
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Johnson - cross

from developed aress and residential afflue-it,, be it

low density or high density,

O 'if 3 s

plants with ten nillion gallons v/heraby you couldir c

use ssptic t-^nks or something' like th^-c, 3o thai: i-i

thcS GO'Q'bSXt Of CLSVSlO'OrnSn.t SHCI ClGV3iO'D©cl 3 r 3 ̂  5 • X

IG:

don;t f3el I vrculd v;snt to make a judgment o::.i long

term r-aliabilitv based on simply a -statement of tb^

five thingso Different soil conditions; dlffarsnt

climatic conditions, different geologic conditions

'"1 '/}1ioll i -3 ^ ^ 3'C

There srs ̂ome which may not be appropriate for

New u'ersay at all because of climatic conditions. It

may be that appropriate soils don't exist „

So that to simply rank them on the basis of

general operating parameters, I could not do that,

Q Can you rank them based upon the level

of knowledge that you now have of the soil conditions

in Morris County —-

A No •

Q — or the topography of Morris County?

A 3fo« I would say that we would have to have tha

son
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S
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SO

11

12

13

14

15

16

1?

IS

19

20

%\

22

Q Is it fair to say that you're saying

that you need ::iore ^itG~i3pecifio information 5.n

order to determine vmat the best aystarn v/ould ba ?

A I nesd to look at ths ahuract-iristlcs of <joi.X

theories and ssoil phasese That1a not necessarily

site-specific inforrnatioru I could read in & boosi

about this soil sarias has these propartios ana

could malce, 1 thinly, a /ery educated inf ar -:;y. as _...-...

based on available information as to whether or not

they are suitable ::or any of those systems,.

particularly the land-based' ons3r not neea^/arily

the marsh-pond ona3, but that follav/s from ;.'ritten

information/ topographic information.

Q Would it be possibla for you to say

just on a very average basis the average type of

soil; the type of aoil in Morris County- whether

any one o r ôsr© of these systems would be batter

than the others?

A I don't think the concept of an average soil

applies, so I can't answer that*

MR. VJYSSs I have no more qua31ions

Thank you*

(Witness excused.)

.-.••) ry 3 ± t i O T?. !- '. O ?!.~l. .1' I -
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